1996 volvo 850 alternator replacement

June 5, by: Alexandra M. After studing several tutorials on the Internet, I end up finding a
method that allowed me to replace the alternator without the need to remove the power steering
pump hoses or water pipe. In order to achieve it, be very carefully to follow the steps in the
exact order. This image with the ECU housing removed will help understand how it works:. Then
I insert the nut side on the tensioner not that here I already had a hex key locking the tensioner.
S tep 4. Remove the black plate, on the front of the steering oil reservoir, that supports the
power steering pump. This one bolts to a small bracket that is attached to the back of the
steering pump. The second to last bolt is located on the lower right side of the alternator. As
usually, for the re-installation you just need to follow the steps in reverse. So, until you have the
big black plate that holds the power steering pump in place step 4 , every time you install a bolt,
do leave it with a slight clearence to allow some play in the alternator and power steering. Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. What is the car brand treated in this site? Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. The alternator on my Volvo Turbo have
failed last weekend. Step 1. Disconnect the battery Step 2. Remove the ventilation hose for the
ECU housing. Just push it on the box and on the back of the radiator and it will pop out easily.
Step 3. Then I insert the nut side on the tensioner not that here I already had a hex key locking
the tensioner and with a spanner rotate the tensioner to the front of the car until the holes on
the tensioner allign to insert the locking device. Step 5. Remove the bolts holding the power
steering pump The power steering pump is held in place by 3 bolts. Step 6. Disconnect the two
wires to the alternator. Step 7. Remove the last 2 bolts holding the alternator in place. The
alternator is now free to be pulled from the car! Re-installation As usually, for the re-installation
you just need to follow the steps in reverse. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will
not be published. Just another WordPress Theme by Themekraft. This website uses cookies to
improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.
Accept Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. Last visit was: Wed Feb 24, am. It is currently Wed Feb 24, am. Users browsing
this forum: Google Adsense [Bot] , scot , Stu70 and guests. Volvo , S70, V70 alternator repair,
replace regulator. Help, Advice and DIY Tutorials on Volvo's extremely popular car line -Volvo's s "bread and butter" cars -- powered by the ubiquitous and durable Volvo inline
5-cylinder engine. Do they seem to hold up? Use only Koyo or Nachi brands See label picture. I
don't trust the Remanufactured alternators. They put the cheapest bearings if they replace them
at all and the cheapest voltage regulator. I will rather take the effort and get the best
components to refurbish it myself. The car has about K miles. I don't want to get stranded. I am
also going to replace Starter Motor just in case. This is a great trick that you posted: Now, how
do I replace the bearings without removing the alternator from the car:? Does anyone know
where to get Bosch Voltage Regulator for the best price? If they spin okay, leave them. They will
give you ample warning before they fail. Same on power steering pump, AC compressor, serp
pulleys etc. Overhauling is of course good insurance if you are looking for something to tinker
with but this is not the timing belt path we are talking about - it is also fine to just leave them
until they get noisy, like mecheng says you can hear the warning and change them at that time.
Alternator has to come out to change the bearings. If you replace the alternator in your car, the
replacement will likely outlast the life of the car. That is why most parts companies give a
"lifetime warranty" on just about every part they sell. I think I can replace them in 1. Here is my
process. I really appreciate them. The video on replacing VR without taking the alternator out
may change my mind about replacing bearings. This was a great tip by rspi. I was of course
joking about replacing the bearings with alternator in the car: I regularly drive miles away from
home and wouldn't want to hear failing bearing on the alternator while on my trip so I may do
the bearings. From what I hear, the bearings are not easy to remove so that will be the hardest
part. Someone mentioned HUCO brand. Has that work well for you guys? Any other good
aftermarket alternatives? I have replaced so many things in this car that I actually never plan on

getting rid of it. I don't think the latest models are much better. They may be worse. It was dead,
interior lights barely on. The battery is 12 months old to the day. However, after putting into 1st
gear and applying some gas, it would seem as if the car was going to stall sort of. This would
not repeat itself until the next day, or some days later perhaps. The interval of this repeating
itself seemed random. Tonight, I got a jump from AAA. The guy tested the battery, no dead cells,
he tested alternator, appears fine. I had a lucky troubleshoot today on my GLT wagon with ,
miles. After a long trip with the AC running, my battery went dead. After a jump, with the car
running, the battery terminals read 12V and yet the alternator terminals read 14V. It turned out
there was about a 1V drop between the copper cable and the terminal clamp on both the
Positive and the Ground sides of the battery. The original terminal clamps looked fine and were
without obvious corrosion but they were far from OK. A 1V drop with an alternator generating
say 50Amps is 50 Watts. It made enough heat so it was too hot to touch. Thanks to all on this
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that converts. Alternator Voltage Regulation Explained with Wiring Diagrams Before jumping
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e other hand, supplies electrical energy to your car when the engine is off. Also, the battery
provides the current needed to energize the starter, which then cranks the engine to get it
running. Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. The alternator accomplishes these tasks through
electromagnetic inductionâ€”a phenomenon that generates electrical current from a magnetic
field. P Code: System Voltage Low All electrical components in your car need a power source in
order to work. When the engine is off, the battery is responsible for supplying the car with the
electrical current it needs to power certain functions. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
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